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The Violet Rose is the Mystical and embodied path of divine gnosis. It holds the codes of the 
Royal lineage or crystalline bloodline bringing forth the most ancient knowledge of the Stars.  
The Violet Rose ushers in the Grail Mysteries through its ancient delicate power of sacred sight 

The vIolet Rose brings forth not only the magic but the awakening of the Starlight within our 
blueprint. The three Marys come to guide in this temple and activate the teachings of sacred 
trinity and the holy grail centres within the body.  Specific to this temple is the power of healing 
through awakening the Holy Grail Centre of the Mind, cleaning amnesia and passing into the 
liminal and spiritual worlds of the ‘Seers Sight’. 

The Rose is Love.  It symbolises the Great Mother body’s as a temple.  An example of  a living 
grail centre is the Isle of Avalon,  where she resides vitality within the lands, ley lines, as the 
magical Tor and the Sacred Red and White waters of life. The intricate natures, texture, thorns 
and scent of a Rose truly the mystical and feminine way of our time.  Offering errotic and pure 
creative innocence to bring us home through sacred union.

The pristine Holy Rose Garden is said to be the original Garden of Eden and the Kingdom of 
heaven within.  There is a prophecy that shares;  “The Mystical Rose Garden will once again 
flourish when the Queen of Heaven descends into the lush and vital petals of its bounty”. 

The Rose speaks a thousand prayers, whispers the silent song of the Womb and sings the sa-
cred passion of the Female,  as she Remembers her Creative sexual Forces. 

The RosePath is of Full empowered Blossoming of thyself through Devotion, Divine remem-
brance and Sacred Union. It is a legacy of Star Light that is within each One. 

The Violet Rose has direct connection with the Divine Vision, vision of the Akasha, the high-
er-senses and the liminal realms of our potential. 

THE VIOLET 
ROSE
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The Rose teachings are all encompassing and 
fully whole and complete quantum systems. A 
core aspect of the lineage is the Grail lineage and 
the Eden Mythos that are laden with the magic 
and mysteries of the Violet Rose. 

Essentially, it is a specific journey of intimate and 
embodied feminine healing and an invitation 
to activate the holy bloodline of Christ within 
through the three-folded flame of Love-Wisdom 
and Power. It is in the Mayan or Native Indian tra-
ditions,  ‘Walking the Beauty way’. 

The Violet Rose teachings align, awaken and 
activate the Womb mysteries, touching on the 
deepest and most ancient way of Love, Alche-
my and Devotion to the One. returning the Holy 
Grail Mysteries through the body and the Vision 
of Woman.

The Spiritual practices open and unveil the light, 
petal by petal, softly healing, soothing and clear-
ing away that which does not serve. 

It is a positive point of connect, to remember, the 
Rose is the sacred flower of Venus ( pure Love 
consciousness). 

She holds and magnetises the highest Octaves of 
Unconditional Love and the creative StarFire of 
the Magdalene Flame and Order. 

The Rose is the Holy Grail and she resides with-
in our Womb Blood, Sacred fluids and with our 
Grail Centres which we will begin to immerse into 
more fully upon the Magdalene Keepers Path . 

These Core Centres contain the highest alchemy 
of our ancient crystalline blueprint and pristine 
codes of life. As I mentioned, in the physical they 
flow within our blood, DNA and Genome, (a ge-
netic material of an organism). 

The Grail Centres, The Womb- Heart and Mind 
are doorways of portals that sensitively weave 
and thread together to create the foundation for 
the Feminine Mysteries. 

Their interconnected trinity nature is key to the 
activation of the Grail frequencies of the Christ 
-Sophia consciousness, that in essence, is the 
light that dwells within our Wombs. 

GRAIL VISION
OPENING TO LOVE
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“Your voice,   perceived through “Your voice,   perceived through 
your sacred Sight,  is  a gift  of your sacred Sight,  is  a gift  of 
true l ight,  a gift  of  the true true l ight,  a gift  of  the true 
‘Seer ’ .‘Seer ’ .

Mary Magdalene
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Daleth,  is a Hebrew word and it comes through the mystery’s teachings of the Tree of Life and 
the mystical path of the Essenes.  It means Doorway and in essence it is the Doorway to Eden 
and can be represented as a downward facing triangle. It is the feminine depiction  or aspect 
within the 6-pointed star. Representing the Lunar and divine feminine energies of magnetism, 
earth and the sacred Grail Chalice.  The Holy Grail Centre of the Womb, Heart and Mind are 
cauldrons to create magic and hold secret of The Sacred Feminine Mysteries. The Daleth has 
its place in the Womb, the most powerful portal of creation, of life and death. 

The body is a Daleth, and as Women we hold the holiest doorway into the mystical and 
mysterious layers of life. The womb has the capacity to self -Initiate Women back into being 
through this doorway, awakening Rose within and aligning our being to the Divine Mother.   

The whole body can be likened to a portal, the eyes, mouth, yoni and the skin are all receptive 
and giving.  The energies that flow through the body is Life-Force, Daath or creative power.  
As part of the rise of Sophia we are experiencing great changes to the creative flow of energy 
within our body temples and within Mother Earth. 

The Daleth has been brought to us through the Violet Rose, through the guardianship of the 
triple Marys,  the Grail Rose Keepers of the Mystical lore’s of One. 

They Bring forth the sacred wisdom and activation of the Grail Vision through the Violet Rose 
Glyph and teachings of the Starseed Blueprint Rites and Mystical Star Activation.  The Love of 
the Great Venus Rose Temple will guide us through our Maidan Seal of honour and through 
the activation. The Glyph contains the blessings of a thousand roses and each time you con-
nect it will bring miraculous healing and creative insight.

DALETH 
Return of 
Sophia 

Mary Isis

‘Awaken through 
your fears, your 
divine sight. What 
you will see beyond 
the fear is thy true-
self as Light.”   
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The language of vibration and energy is a key focus within the Violet Rose temple. We are becoming aware 
of the light, sound and ratios expressed within the geometric form of our being and body.  More specifically 
we are exploring the essence and spiritual lore of sacred trinity and its mysteries. 

Numbers and symbols have a universal vibrational essence and energetic signatures that form its gifts 
within nature within and around us.  

When I asked about the frequencies of sacred trinity or the number 3 specific to our path, I received Birth. 
Other attributes include creation, fertility, portal, feminine mysteries and fire. The concept of the trinity 
is fundamental in nature and creation and we see the trinity mirrored in all the mystery teachings of the 
ancients.  The Mystery school is a manifestation of the infrastructure of the feminine universal principles, 
literally the temples are built on the sacred trinity and seed of life geometrics. 

Trinity and the number 3 are regarded as the Goddess -head as it is the expression of the beginning, the 
middle and the end.  Or in the Christain lineage Father, Son and holy spirit. It can also be perceived as the 
self in sacred union with another and through this organic sacred marriage or union there is a birth or re-
birth of life through this joining.  Symbolically it is the feminine foundation of creation and it is the creative 
force that holds the Feminine Christ/Christo/Crystalline consciousness and blueprint of the Divine Mother. 

 

VIBRATIONAL 
Trinity Mysteries
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TRIPLE 
GODDESS

Since ancient times the concept of the Great Goddess was 
seen as a trinity, and from this trinity there were subsequent 
trinites born. 

The triple Goddess is the expression of the three-folded 
flame of Love-Wisdom-Power. The Trinity is embodied 
through the serpentine energies of Life-force that dwell 
within each woman as Birth, life and Death.  

The triple Goddess is an invitation to awaken as we transi-
tion through the womb mysteries. The womb mysteries are 
the magical codes of mystery that lie within. 

The Triple Goddess is a deity or deity archetype revered in 
many Neopagan religious and spiritual traditions. The Tri-
ple Goddess is viewed as a triunity of three distinct aspects 
or figures united in one being. 

These three figures  or aspects are often described as the 
Maiden, the Mother, and the Crone, each of which symbolis-
es both a specifc  stage in the female life cycle and a phase 
of the Moon, and often rules one of the realms of heavens, 
earth, and underworld. ms of Wicca, her masculine consort 
is the Horned God. 

The Goddess in her many forms such as Diana, Morgan Le 
Fey, Mary Magdalene and Kali  to name a few. All have 

ascended upon earth and embody the full potenital of the 
triple Moon Goddess.  

We can not only invoke the essence of the trinity within our 
very being but we can also call on the  benevolent guidance 
or consort to support our transtions and initaions. 

In essence, the three energies are states of being or levels of 
consciousness that we can embody. They act as guides and 
keepers upon our healing journey of Self Love and home

The triple Goddess is the original knowledge that has been 
rooted in more recent gnosis transmission upon Gaia. 
Through the various teachings such as the tree of life to the 
Grail mysteries,  we see the formation of the Triple Goddess 
of the Holy trinity being expressed. 

An example  of this, in the Rose Lineage, is the trinity be-
tween Isis, osirus and Horus and more erecenlty Mary mag-
dalene, Jeshua and Sarah Tamar. 
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Stars 

Vulnverabilty

Pre-conception 

Pre-Bleed and first blood

Coming of Age- Womanhood

Pre- Birth and birth of self through the physical ves-
sel.  Sovereignty- creativity- joy- play and pure creative 
potential Virgin state of being. Connected to all realms 
with ease such as the heavens and to origins and lin-
eage . This is the inner child self, pure inner Exstacy of 
the life-force or sensual energies of life. 

Keeper of the Pure Essence and seed of Life.

Bridge to the New childen and the New Earth Frequen-
cies.  

Moon Phase

The Maiden aspect aligns with the crescent-to-waxing 
phase of the Moon, and represents the youthful phase 
of a woman’s life. This is the time of growth, reflected 
by the waxing of the Moon as it moves toward fullness. 
In the cycles of Nature, the Maiden is associated with 
dawn, sunrise, and the Spring season.

The Maiden represents beauty, fresh potential and 
new life. In human beings, she is associated with the 

qualities of innocence, youth, self-confidence, intelli-
gence and independence, and with activities relating 
to exploration, discovery, self-expression, and creativi-
ty. Wiccans may worship the Maiden in the form of the 
Greek goddesses Persephone and Artemis, the Celtic 
Rhiannon, and/or the Nordic Freya, among others.

Golden Sun   

Blood of Life

Surrender

High Tantric Wisdom

Sacred Blood and Sexual fluids Arts

The Queen has integrated her inner sexual life-force 
and passed through her Virgin Rites of Passage.  Bring-
ing forth her sacred bloods to the earth and expressing 
her natural sensual and sexual nature. 

The Queen becomes the Mother when she fully em-
braces her Maidan Pure State. Her role now is to create 
and birth creation from the pure embodied expression 
of Woman. 

Keeper of the Fertile life-giving water of Creation. 

Bridge to the sacred marriage rites and chamber or 
tomb of procreation. 

CHILD, MAIDENCHILD, MAIDEN
VIRGINVIRGIN

LOVER, MOTHERLOVER, MOTHER
QUEENQUEEN
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Moon Phase

At the Full Moon, the Maiden becomes the Mother, giv-
ing birth to all of the abundance on Earth. She is as-
sociated with midday, and her season is Summer, the 
lushest time of year, with forests and fields flourishing 
and young animals growing into maturity. In the hu-
man realm, she is associated with nurturing, responsi-
bility, adulthood and the fullness of life.

As the giver of life, she is the aspect most associated 
with manifestation. In fact, the Mother is considered 
by many Wiccans to be the most powerful of the God-
dess’ three aspects, and it was a “Mother Goddess” 
archetype that inspired Gerald Gardner’s vision of the 
divine feminine. Goddesses who represent the Moth-
er at many Wiccan altars include the Greek Demeter 
and Selene, the Roman Ceres, and the Celtic Danu and 
Badb.

Guides- Mermaids, Trees, Priestess, Empress, Queen of 
the Stars .

Moon 

Pre-menopausal 

Menopause  

Full Cycle Return

Spiritual Enlightenment 

Wise Woman sits upon her throne and fully embod-
ied the virgin, Lover, Mother and Wise Woman. She is a 
shapeshifter and Death and Life Giver. All her energies 

are now matured and she became the high - Priestess 
and Visionary for the New earth. 

She is Queen of the shades and shares her wisdom 
and deep compassion to hold the truth for those who 
will travel the depths of the subconscious worlds of 
within.  Guiding the awakening of the 7- gateways to 
heaven. 

The Keeper of the Great Rose Spirit. 

Moon Phase

As the Moon wanes and the darkness of the night 
sky grows, the Crone steps into her power. Called the 
“Hag” in earlier iterations of the Triple Goddess, she 
represents the post-childbearing years of life, and 
is associated with Autumn and Winter, sunset and 
night, and the winding down and ending of the grow-
ing season. The Crone is the wise elder aspect of the 
Goddess, and governs aging and endings, death and 
rebirth, and past lives, as well as transformations, vi-
sions, prophecy, and guidance.

Although feared as an archetype for millennia, she is 
the one who reminds us that death is part of the life 
cycle, just as the Moon’s dark phase precedes the New 
Moon. The Crone is often represented by goddesses 
associated with death and the underworld, such as 
the Greek Hecate, the Russian Baba Yaga, and the Celt-
ic Morrigan and Cailleach Bear.

The Triple Goddess is indeed a diverse and complex 
expression of the divine feminine. It provides a pow-
erful and continual opportunity to know they self and 
to evolve through the Souls Light and Feminine way.

WISE WOMANWISE WOMAN
CRONECRONE
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STAR ROSE   STAR ROSE   
GRAIL TEMPLEGRAIL TEMPLE

The Grail centre of the mind is associated with High Priest-
ess the Visionary, Seer and prophetes.  It is the sacred sight 
of our inner reality. The truth of our reality not that which is 
attached to our belief, constructus or neurological pathway 
limited to the 3rd dimensional paradigm (Ego.)

This Grail gateway is associated with the Star Rose. The Star 
Rose is the celestial manifestation of the Kundalini shakti 
energies of  Creation.  We will be delving into the 3 facets or 
petals,  that correlate with the three Grail centres of the body.  
The Heart Grail centre is associated with the Star Flower and 
the Womb Grail centre the Earth Rose.  

The mind/brain is a delicate, powerful and complex body 
system. Intricately woven with neurotransmitters, pathways 
of  creative intellinet, cognitive, emotional and spiritual gno-
sis that are all housed with the mind/brain. 

The mind/brain is both Lunar and Solar, Conscious, uncon-
scious, logical mystical, Right brain ( feminine, Left brain ( 
Masculine). It is not a specific science that one half is male 
and the other female but they  interlink, unite and create to-
gether. 

The limbic system is a set of structures in the brain that deal 
with emotions and memory and senses. It is composed of 
four main parts: such as the hypothalamus, the amygdala 
and cerebellum,  I would also like to bring our awareness to 
the pineal gland.  

The pineal gland tiny organ, about the size of a grain of 
rice, buried deep in the center of the brain. Humans have 
long attributed great significance to it, believing it possess-
es the secret to deep insights and spiritual enlightenment. 
The ancient Greek physician Galen saw it as the regulator of 
“psychic pneuma.” Philosopher Rene Descartes called the  

the pineal gland “the seat of the soul.” Eastern cultures also 
attributed great spiritual significance to it, associating it with 
the “third eye” or sixth chakra, which is the energy center of 
spiritual insight and inspiration. Even though this significant 
organ has everyday rituals such as regulating hormones and 
sleep patterns. It holds the keys to activating this gateway 
and bridging heaven and earth, seen and unseen. 

The Amygdala is almond shaped and looks like the visca pi-
sces and contains the sacred geometry of Sacred Union. It is 
where  the emotions are given meaning, remembered, and 
attached to associations and responses to them. It is asso-
ciated with spiritual, and mystical states, visions, dreaming, 
astral projection, near death and out-of-body experience. As 
the name suggests it is the ‘Great Soul Seer’ of the Magdalene 
or the portal to the Magdalene/Magdala consciousnesses.  It 
is a direct ‘Doorway’ into the Divine Womb or into the Sacred 
Grail Mysteries.  

The cerebellum is the feminine part of the brain, the  feeling 
aspect and is developed first in utero at around 6 months. It 
is the throne of Cosmic consciousness. It receives informa-
tion from the sensory systems and the spinal cord and has 
a direct relationship with the womb. It is connected to the 
pineal gland and the Amygdala that are also embedded in 
the primal feminine way. The cerebellum receives the mys-
tical,  the shamanic, light language and the Akasha, the keys 
and rose codes that are contained within the sacred Womb. 
The cerebellum is called the ‘Golden Disc’ or ‘the Gateway to 
God’. The cerebellum is deeply embedded in nature, cycles 
and the Cerebrum (male aspect) the logical and consensory 
reality. 

Within this Temple gateway, we can perceive the magical 
Union of the Masculine and Feminine ,  reflected, embodied 
and expressed within the Seat of the Mind.



Kali Tantra yantra 
In Tantric traditions and within the Magdalene Rose lineage the Triangle, more specifically the downward 
facing triangle, is the image of Primordial Life. Below is the Kali Tantric Yantra which is a sacred mandala 
representing the vulva. Yoni and the gateway to heaven. The Triangle is recognised as a sign of the ancient 
triple Goddess Virgin - Mother- Crone.  Each point of the triangle corresponding to energies of the universe 
and to the feminine trinity held within the Rose teachings . 
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The Violet Rose Glyph holds the wisdom keys to the teachings and trans-
formative powers of the mystical wisdom and sacred sight through the 
primordial triangle of life.    The Essence of the Glyph is held with the three 
petals of the original holy trinity, represented by the yoni symbol/glyph the 
holy doorway or gateway.  

The Glyph will be guided and enhance the connection between the Root 
and sacral chakra and the crown and third eye chakras. It opens into the 
mysteries of the Great Rose Mother through the union of Wisdom and soul 
within the Mind/Grail Centre.  The Glyph is to be used with soft presence to 
harness its ancient wisdom of the Stars and Gaia.

A glyph of coming home through the principles of sacred union of the 
Body and Soul. Capturing the vison of the Grail. 

The glyph is a grounding force that aids in earthing into the body, heart 
and mind through the trinity of Fire, Birth and Life. 

Ritual Full Moon Ceremony~

On the Full Moon you are being invited to integrate the 3rd Magdalene 
Rose glyph into your Ceremony. To activate the 3rd gateway of the Rose 
Mandala which is the pubic bone point. ( this is in line with and above the 
clitoris. 
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VIOLET ROSE  VIOLET ROSE  
GLYPHGLYPH
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VIOLET ROSE 
VISION QUEST

Ѵ ~ Continue to journal. Write in different colour inks, red for moon time and 
different colours to express your feelings and purpose behind the creative energies 
of the pieces. 

Ѵ ~ Create your crystal grid using the intention guides.  Create your own invoca-
tion to set sacred space. Once formulated use regularly.

Ѵ ~ Meditate on the whispers or the gift given by the Magdalene’s in the Violet 
Rose activation. 

Ѵ ~ Create time to soften and acknowledge your virgin/maiden sovereign self. 

Ѵ ~Meditate on the Kali Tantra Yantra. Be still and Breathe, look into the image for 
a least 5 minutes. 

Ѵ ~  Begin to map your pre-bleeding experiences. This can be also done if you are 
not bleeding by cycling with the moon and or he phases or the sun and the moon. 
Be creative and listen to your body. 
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